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Just read a story about South West Airlines in the US that inspired me and I thought I should share it with all of you.

South West is among the few airlines in the US that are still doing OK in a very rough environment and industry. They run a very efficient operation and continueto offer good customer service. In an industry hit by sky-rocketing fuel cost andtough competition, they managed to do well.
The news I just read about South West relates to a simple cost-cutting decision that saved them a lot of money. They 
decided to make all their flights slower by 10 km/ hr. This resulted in an average of 2-3 minutes of extra flight time. The 
savings, however, in fuel from this action is around US$ 45 million a year! Simply amazing! Why haven’t other airlines 
thought of this, you wonder. My guess is that all airlines think “in the box”. They fire staff, reduce expenses here and there 
to compensate for the fuel price increases. Only South West looked at this simple, yet, very creative, solution that would 
not be felt by its customers, but that would save major amounts of money.
Looking at our business and our industry I see the need to find initiatives like South West’s to generate savings that, at our 
size, will make huge differences in our bottom line, and thus our existence and growth, in general. We have implemented 
and continue to apply our “Savings Are Shared” policy whereby any employee contributing to cost savings initiatives will 
personally benefit from that savings through getting paid a portion of it. However, I think we should take this a little further 
and think how we can save on a larger scale.
Zaatar w Zeit, with the help of our franchisors, has embarked in an exercise to re-look at our core operation and how we 
can change our processes to save money and improve our margins. This is what I am talking about. Challenge everything 
and anything. Nothing is red line as far as what we can change to get better. If the idea makes sense, we will implement 
it… ANY idea.

Louay and I are open and reachable anytime for your ideas. We have brilliant people working on the ground. I am sure 
we can generate one or two major cost reductions this year from our operations or other areas… I challenge you to create 
this value… I guarantee you and promise you the reward will be worth your while.

Along with this change came the addition of our new Vision, Mission and Guiding principles (All attached). They truly represent who we are and what we want to be known for. I encourage you to know them by heart and to practice them in our everyday environment. For these to become part of our culture, we must embody our values and bring them to life. 
 
We have also announced our Cravia cheer (now world famous) and how it brings so much energy and fun into our work environment. Please be proud of the cheer and say it with passion and enthusiasm each day. Let us also not forget about the FISH principles of choosing our attitude and being there for our guests and of course making their day,
 
We have come a long way and this is truly just the beginning of a long and fanatics journey. I wish you all the best and look forward to seeing Cravia alive and strong across our outlets and at the support center. 
 
Who’s simply the best…………….Cravia………..Cravia…………….Cravia………………

Three cheers for Louay’s Cravia meetings 

Louay has done it yet again, the Cravia Cheer has now become an integral part of our company’s culture. He has 

literally spread the cheer and succeeded in evoking the feelings of enthusiasm, excitement & motivation. The Cravia 

Cheer introduced by Louay has really caught on well, this was actually made possible by his intensive touring & 

meetings with the managers & staff who were always eager to join the cheering.

The Cravia cheer is spreading and how. All Cinnabon and SBC meetings now begin with the cheer and that has become the norm. The staff are encouraged to keep using the cheer throughout the meeting while encouraging fellow team members to use and enjoy the same.

The folks at the Cravia HO had a wonderful experience while spending an entire day at Cinnabon Operations. The excitement 

was there for everybody to share. Waleed Haj Ali, our dear HR manager, who summed it up for us said “What a wow experience 

I have got, spending a full day at Cinnabon and SBC operations! Guys you are really working hard. I have enjoyed every 

moment… especially the rolling and cashiering. I was thrilled making baked rolls, it was really amazing. I thank you all at the 

respective concerns for the assistance and attention. It was really fun. Next step, we will be in Zaatar W Zeit very soon.”

Keep cheering guys!

Head office goes hands-on

Dear Team,
 
Congratulations to each and every one of you.  
We are now Cravia; we are full of energy, passion and commitment for our brands and company. As always, reaching this great milestone has been a journey in the making and as we looked for growth and development, we changed our name to reflect our newfound identity. 

Meet our new star 
The idea behind Roadster diner is simple, what we offer is: a meeting place, a source 
of nourishment and a center for socializing.
The perfectness of this successful concept is clear, just mix the right ingredients and the 
rest, as they say, is the recipe for success.
Here is what makes Roadster diner unique...
• The diner nostalgia appeal in a warm 50’s atmosphere.
• Cozy booths, vibrant music and sights of the icons of the past.
• Sparkling clean premises.
• Contagiously friendly service, fun and fast.
• Guests are at home away from home.
• Large menu variety offering mouthwatering burgers, fresh tangy salads,   
   yummy pastas and homemade appeal platters.

All of which result in one perfect outcome, an unparalleled WOW experience for 
guests to cherish and share with beloved ones and friends.

Roadster diner facts
• In 1998 the first Roadster diner, an innovative, brand new diner opened for 
   business in Beirut, Lebanon.
• After10 years, Roadster diner, thanks to the incredible customer response, now has 
   8 outlets and is considered the leader in the casual dining market.
• The concept opens in the UAE in 2008.

TRIVIA FACTS
• Roadster: a 2-seater lightweight car without a permanent top.

• Diner: is a small inexpensive restaurant, often resembling a railroad dining car, where customers eat at the counter or in booths  

   and serves the entire menu all day long. Example you can have a breakfast item at dinner or lunch 24/7...

• It is generally agreed that the first diner was a horse-drawn wagon equipped to serve hot food to employees of the Providence 

   Journal, in Rhode Island in 1872.

• Commercial production of diner wagons began in 1887, it was a modular restaurant built in a factory and shipped to its site 

   complete with furniture, fixture and equipment.

• Throughout their history, diners have been a neighborhood restaurant which attracts a cross-section of people, from factory 

   workers to high society.

• With over 130 years of history, the function of diners has been to provide a good, fresh, home-style meal in a comfortable 

   atmosphere. Only the style and design have evolved with time.

Join us in welcoming the brand manager 
Samer Mouzahem. 

“An idea can turn to dust or magic, depending on the talent that rubs against it.”
Bill Bernbach

”Imagination rules the world.”
Napoleon Bonaparte

 

THE HOTTEST NEWS, VIEWS AND TASTY GOSSIP
BROUGHT TO YOU MONTHLY

 To participate in                               please send an email to souraya@cravia.ae

A Penny Saved is
        a Penny Earned

Answer for issue #13: Four people take one apple each while the fifth person keeps the basket with  the apple.

Game:
Q) A woman was building a birdhouse. She had exactly the right amount of nails to complete the project - no extras. 
While she was hammering, she broke a nail! But she was still able to finish the birdhouse. How?
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   complete with furniture, fixture and equipment.

• Throughout their history, diners have been a neighborhood restaurant which attracts a cross-section of people, from factory 

   workers to high society.

• With over 130 years of history, the function of diners has been to provide a good, fresh, home-style meal in a comfortable 

   atmosphere. Only the style and design have evolved with time.

Join us in welcoming the brand manager 
Samer Mouzahem. 

“An idea can turn to dust or magic, depending on the talent that rubs against it.”
Bill Bernbach

”Imagination rules the world.”
Napoleon Bonaparte

 

THE HOTTEST NEWS, VIEWS AND TASTY GOSSIP
BROUGHT TO YOU MONTHLY

 To participate in                               please send an email to souraya@cravia.ae

A Penny Saved is
        a Penny Earned

Answer for issue #13: Four people take one apple each while the fifth person keeps the basket with  the apple.

Game:
Q) A woman was building a birdhouse. She had exactly the right amount of nails to complete the project - no extras. 
While she was hammering, she broke a nail! But she was still able to finish the birdhouse. How?
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